FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
and Russians alike and were therefore liable to turn in
friendly interest towards Great Britain,
Under Arrest.
Standing on top of a dune in the light of the setting sun,
Peter focused his binoculars. Then, "Poplars!" he cried as a
sailor might greet the sight of land. In the distance the
soaring tops of trees could be distinguished in a mass of
verdure that, with the mist of evening, was taking on a bluish
tint. It was too late for it to be convenient to arrive that
night, and we camped amidst the tamarisks on the bank of
the Gherchen Darya.
Next day—the fifteenth of June, four months since our
departure from Peking—we crossed the arms of the pale gold
river. I saw sheep amongst the reeds, then, solitary on the
bank of a canal, a willow. I could not help touching the
trunk. "Adam bar!" With a turn of his spade, a bearded
man opened a passage in a dyke to let the water flow into a
field of maize. Cocks were crowing in every direction. We
should have eggs. A cuckoo called. Such wonders! ... In
the deep shade of a sunken road smelling of honeysuckle, I was
surprised by a curious noise repeated from moment to
moment. It was the mighty symphony of thousands of leaves
trembling in the indefatigable wind and I saw above me:
*
Vibrant du bois vivace, wflechi par la dm,
Pour et contre les dieux ramer Varbre unanime*
We came to earthen walls shaded by trees and Tuzun led
us into a courtyard. The filly's ears rose in her fright at
crossing the first doorway she had ever crossed in her life. We
were amongst friends and they offered us mien. Once they
realized that, in spite of my breeches and my tanned face,
* Vibrating in the quick life of its timber, bent at the top,
The tree, at one -with itself, pulling -with and against the gods.
(Paul Val&y.)
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